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Organizations today believe video 

conferencing to be best collaborative 

process but have complexities to make 

it interoperable with the existing 

infrastructure. By assisting a company 

that enables better video, audio, and web 

conferencing with a Microsoft-certified, 

cloud video interop (CVI) solution, 

HARMAN empowers the enterprises 

with the ability to connect their 

standard based (SIP, H323) conference 

room infrastructure to online video 

conferencing meetings using 

commercially available collaboration 

platforms like Microsoft Teams.
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For today’s digitally empowered 

workforce, real-time collaboration remains 

a top priority and organizations are 

striving hard to ensure their video, audio, 

and web conferencing experience is 

interoperable. HARMAN Life-ware in order 

to cater to the increasing demands of the 

workforce, helped the company imagine 

a cloud-based, multi-tenant, scalable 

transcoding gateway to Interop the 

endpoints with Microsoft Teams platform.

The multi-tenant solution seamlessly 

connects the room systems to Teams with 

no additional infrastructure or long-term 

management for its deployment and 

brings together several heterogeneous 

room environments, supporting more than 

19,000 VTC models from across brands 

with a consistent one-touch join 

experience regardless of the room 

system.

Consistent user 
experience, 
regardless of 
the hardware
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With the Interop Solution, it’s easy for the employees to schedule a meeting by 

using either the Teams client or the Outlook add-in. When the employee walks 

into the conference room, the touch panel displays a list of all the scheduled 

meetings and ensures the user joins the teams meeting within seconds.

Conference Rooms made smarter 
and more efficient
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Unified SaaS Platform addressing 
multiple collaborative channels

HARMAN’s complete product ownership, including product roadmap to field 

support & 24x7 NOC for cloud infrastructure helps the users to easily connect 

through one SaaS platform for consistent video calls across different hardware. 

The end-to-end product development, maintenance, and support includes:

Pure SaaS product hosted in 
Azure

Advanced Security with 
TLS 1.2 support and all 
communication via https to 
MS infrastructure

Custom Branding 
Support

Flexible 
Licensing

Support for MS features like 
Large Gallery view (7*7 view), 
Together mode, Live Event, 
Recording Notification etc.

Standard based systems 
(SIP/H323) can join MS Teams 
meeting without procuring new 
Hardware

Support of 1080P Video and 
Content support

Real Time 
Analytics

Trusted rooms feature to allow 
bypassing in to meeting and 
sending all others to Lobby to 
manually admit

One-touch / Auto join for a fast 
and intuitive way to join a 
Teams meeting
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Impacting Millions by transforming 
conference rooms into full-fledged 
collaboration rooms

HARMAN Life-ware combines software and hardware solutions to make 

technology more human, deliver great experiences and drive rich interactions. 

With faster time to market, HARMAN Life-ware enabled the company to launch 

the commercial product within 10 months of its inception. With enterprise-wide 

teams’ deployment, HARMAN ensured in driving their business growth with over 

800+ end customers. The cloud video interop (CVI) solution was amongst the 

company's top 3 product lines within 2 years of its launch and the customer

 base grew from 10 seed customers to 2000+ (800+ paid and 1200 prospects) 

within 3 years of its launch. As the number of companies adopting MS Teams is 

increasing worldwide to 500K, HARMAN Life-ware’s solution is all set to impact 

millions across the world.
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